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CONGRESSMAN KEN CALVERT…
Cutting the Budget and Reducing 
the Size of Government

“There is widespread agreement that our federal government
is on an unsustainable path. We must focus on spending 
restraint and creating an environment for economic growth
that will jumpstart job creation in the private sector. Creating
more government jobs is not job creation and printing more
money does not create wealth.”

– Rep. Ken Calvert 
This mailing was prepared, published and mailed at taxpayers expense.
This mailing is provided as a service to Ken Calvert’s constituents.



Rep. Calvert
meets with a

local Chamber
of Commerce to
discuss the local

economy and
how the federal

government 
can best help

struggling 
businesses.

The Federal Government Must Live Within Its Means…

Rep. Calvert Supports Policies that CREATE Jobs:
n Original author of the E-Verify program which ensures jobs go to American workers
and legal residents. 

n Introduced the ON TIME Act, a self-funding bill to ensure transportation dollars go to
improve infrastructure in the areas most impacted by freight traffic. 

n Supports an “all-of-the-above” national energy strategy that utilizes our own natural
resources while moving away from an economy that is based on fossil fuels.

n Supports simplifying the regulatory environment in which wasteful duplicative
processes are imposed to the detriment of businesses and local governments. 

n Consistently supports lower taxes, fewer regulations and a smaller government that
allows free enterprise to grow, invest and hire. 

Go to www.house.budget.gov for
more graphs and charts.

As a Member of both the Budget
and Appropriations Committees,
Rep. Calvert will work to set strict
spending limits and to enforce
those limits.

Actual spending for FY2010; the share of 
mandatory spending (Social Security, Medicare,
Interest on Debt, etc.)  is roughly 60% of all outlays.

The Republican/Ryan Budget Plan that will
gradually pull the cost curve down vs. the
Obama Plan that radically increases U.S. debt.

Since President Obama took office, we are on a
course to almost triple our debt by 2021.


